The MWR
Briefing

MWR is pleased to invite you to
the MWR briefing where we will
bring you presentations on our
latest research and thinking.
Recent data sources such as Mandiant m-trends,
Verizon DBIR, similar vendor reports and our own
privileged view gained from working with many
organisations in a myriad of industries, have offered
fascinating insights into the current global threat
landscape.

Wednesday 28th September 2016
12:00 - 13:00 Registration & Networking Lunch
13:00 - 17:00 Presentations
17:00 – 20:00 Drinks Reception & Networking

One Moorgate Place, Chartered
Accountants Hall, 1 Moorgate Pl,
London, EC2R 6EA

Presentations include:
Teach a Man to Hunt
Attack detection – an evolution from traditional monitoring
to active threat hunting
+ Adam Bateman

Balancing Prevention and Detection
How preventive and detective controls can interact to thwart
modern attacks
+ Ed Parsons

It is abundantly clear that advanced attackers and
malware are evading preventative controls as well as
traditional detection methods, and as such there is
an ever-increasing need for organisations to predict,
prevent, detect and respond to these attacks.

One Template to Rule ‘em All

This briefing, featuring some of MWR’s leading offensive
and defensive specialists, will comprise of discussions
providing a unique view from the “coal face” on how
attackers are achieving such success and how you can
respond appropriately.

The Path of Least Resistance

Office Templates and their relevance to today’s threat
landscape
+ Kostas Lintovois

Walk a path to critical business assets using graph theory
+ Ben Campbell & Stuart Morgan

Honeypots and Deceptive Operations
Can you catch more spies with honey(pots)?
+ Dr. David Chismon

Register now at mwr.to/themwrbriefing
Enquiries Tel +44(0)1256 300920
Registration: Whilst this is an invitation-only event and we do
not charge for attendance, there is an expected high demand
for places – we would therefore recommend registering as soon
as possible.

